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Bid Takers or Market Makers? The Effect of Auctioneers
on Auction Outcomes - Mr. Mihir Kumar Senapati
The auction system for the grant of mining lease was introduced after 2015 through the amendments in the Indian Mining rules. Despite the importance of ascending-bid auctions, there has been very little study on exploring the impact of auctioneers and bidders within this auction design.
The following mineral bearing blocks have been notified by the Government of Odisha during July 2021 inviting auction bidders to participate in the
forthcoming auction process. Out of these blocks two blocks, Nadidih Feegrade and BICO were being re-auctioned.

Sr.No

Total Area in
Hectare

Name of Block

Forest Area
in Hectare

Resource in
tons

1

Chandiposhi Iron ore Block

131.580

83.601

42000000

2

Dholtapahar Iron Ore Block

60.508

Total RF

24000000

Status of Block
G2

exploration,,

virgin block
G2

exploration,,

virgin block
3

Gandhalpada Iron ore Block

241.10

196.169

314000000

G2

exploration,,

virgin block
4

Jumka Pathiriposhi Pahar Iron ore Block

158.509

156.978

140000000

G2

exploration,,

virgin block
5

Purheibahal Iron Ore Block

64.345

29.641

41000000

G2

exploration,,

virgin block
6

Netrabandha Pahar (West Iron) Iron ore Block

74.370

52.056

17000000

G2

exploration,,

virgin block
7

Karalapat Bauxite Block

1822

449.051

242000000

G2

exploration,,

virgin block
8

Kasia Iron & Dolomite Block

194.196

176.281

248753010

G2 exploration ,
working mines

9

Nadidihi (Feegrade) Rengalibeda & Nadikasira Iron &

121.405

85.829

18000000

Manganase mine

10

Nadidih (BICO) Iron Mine

G2 exploration ,
working mines

73.855

63.021

22000000

G2 exploration ,
working mines

Except Karlapat bauxite block all other

22'30"E (TS No. 73 G/5/NW) in the identified

ore. The other type, hosted by Upper Shale

blocks are situated in the Iron ore and Man-

blocks of Purheibahal,Chandiposi and Ghorha-

Formation occur in close association with

ganese ore mining belt of Odisha. The ex-

burhani in the eastern part of Sundargarh dis-

manganese ore, and is confined to the valley

pired mining lease block,Kasia and the vir-

trict was commenced during F.S.2003-2004 by

areas in the elevation range of 400 and 650m

gin block, Gandhalpada are situated in

the Geological Survey of India. The area con-

are termed as the Low level iron ore and are

Keonjhar district under the Joda Mining

stitutes the south central part of the ‘horse

least explored compared to the high level ore.

circle and all other iron ore blocks are situ-

shoe’ shaped Precambrian Bonai-Kendujhar

These low level iron ore which were not ex-

ated in Sundargarh district having the Min-

belt. The major iron ore occurrences associat-

plored previously were targeted and were ex-

ing administrative office at Koira.

ed with the BIF, formed by supergene process,

plored upto the UNFC G2/3 levels and were

found restricted to top of ridges lying above

thrown for auction.

Exploration of low level iron ore falling within
lat. 21o52'30"-22o00'N and long.85o15' – 85o

RL 750 are referred to as the High level iron
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Salient features of each block:

operated by Rungta group of companies. The

Canga zone. The overburden is almost nil. The

Chandiposhi Iron Ore Block : The vir gin

ore types include hard laminated, soft laminat-

ore horizon thickness is about 50 meters.The

iron ore block is situated in the iron ore terrain

ed and powdery ore, which occur in various

mining grade of the block can be forecasted as

of Sundargad district, under the Koira Mining

proportions in the ore zones.Near the surface

beyond 30 meters depth the hard to powdery

Circle of the State Directorate of Mines. The

the ores are lateritised and sometimes the float

ore ration will be 20:80. As one will go down-

location is beside the motorable road. The

ores (detrital) are consolidated to form a

ward the powdery ore production will be

block is having common boundry with the

Canga zone. Previously the local people have

more. The ore can be taken as the soft ore with

San-Indipur iron ore mining lease being

illegaly extracted some of the pockets on

a tumbler index of around 78.
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Dholtapahar Iron ore Block in Sundargarh

poor. The entire area is situated inside the

road approach to reach the block except by

District

reserve forest. Apart from making forest diver-

trekking for three hours in the hilly terrain.

The block though have the geological feasibil-

sion for mining, the transport road forest di-

ity, mining and economic feasibilities are

version will have to be done. Also there is no

Continued on Page 4
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Dholtapahar Iron ore Block in Sundargarh District

Gandhalpada Iron ore Block in Kconjhar District

Gandhalpada Iron ore Block in Kconjhar

close to the highway. It has got common

the adjacent active mines. The quality of ore is

District

boundry with the Nuagaon iron ore mines

hard. The tumbler index will be more than 85.

It is the most promising block for mining. The

previously being operated by M/s Alluwaliya.

Road and railway transport facilities are very

advantage is the location. It is situated very

The ore type is similar to the D-top quarry of

close to the block.

Purcibahal Iron ore Block in Sundargarh District

Nctrabandha Pahar (West) Iron ore Block in Sundargarh District

The block is well connected by road network. The villagers around

The block is well connected by road network. The villagers around are

are mining friendly.

mining friendly.
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Nadidihi Iron Orc Block (BICO) in Sundargarh District

Jhumka-Pathiriposhi Iron ore Block in Sundargarh District
Jhumka-Pathiriposhi Iron ore Block in
Sundargarh District
The mining block is virgin and situated along

fixed for the last les-

the

and

see. This is not possi-

Sundargarh. It is a plateau having a height of

ble in anyway at pre-

around 1000 meters above the mean sea level.

sent. Also the previ-

district

borders

of

Keonjhar

The block has to be reached by vehicle

ous lessee had never

through the Jaldihi working iron ore mines.

been able to dispatch

The 11 km concrete ghat road upto the Jaldihi

more than 4 million

mines has been constructed by the lessee M/s

tons in a year. Ground

S.N.Mohanty. After crossing the working

water seepage is an-

mines another 6 km distance has to be trav-

other mining problem.

elled through the dense Sal forest on the Forest
road to reach the block. The constraints in
mining are the forest diversion and construction of transport road on the plateau.

Nadidihi Iron Orc Block (BICO) in
Sundargarh District

Nadidihi

Iron Orc

and

Mangancsc

Nadidihi Iron Orc and Mangancsc Block (Feegrade) in
Sundargarh District

Block (Feegrade) in
Sundargarh District
The

working mines

had expired on March

During the last auction this working mines

2020 in accordance

being operated by Rungta group had been

with

decided in favour of the highest bidder who

MCDR

had choosed more than 100% bid to pay the

mines was being oper-

premium. The mines has reached it’s ultimate

ated by the Rungta

limit. There is no space to push up the benches

group of companies. The mines has reached

it was unable to meet the dispatch and other

and to produce iron ore equal to the annual

it’s ultimate level of production. Ground-

criteria fixed by the government in accordance

Environmental Clearance limit of 9.0 million

water seepage is the major problem in pro-

with the rules and terms and conditions of

tons. As per amended rule the highest bidder

duction achievement. The last EC limit was

have to produce 80% annualy on the EC limit

also very high. The bidder who had bagged

AUGUST 2021

the

amended

rules.

The
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auction. The occurrence of iron and manga-

horizon is almost 80 meters thick. Hard ,

suitable for Alumina production. The Karlapat

nese ore are of very low grade and powdery.

lumpy ore production will be about 20% and

wild life sanctuary borders the northern end of

the rest are powdery ore/blue dust. Infrastruc-

the block. The local people around the plateau

tural facilities are adequate to start the mining

are continuously protesting against mining

operation.

activities. In the center of the Bauxite plateau

ing group. It was closed during 2021 after the

Karlapat Bauxite block in Kalahandi

the diety, Khandualii Devi is being wor-

completion of 50 years lease period. Very little

The block is about 20 km from the district

mining has been done. It is almost a virgin

headquarter, Bhabanipatna where the Mining

block. Only 2/3 years ago the ESSEL group

office is located.The block is comprised of

started mining over the area. The iron ore

metallurgical grade of Gibbsitic Bauxite,

Kasia Iron & Dolomite Block in Keonjhar
District
The mines was being operated by ESSEL min-

shipped. The H1 bidder may face a tough time
to handle the annoyed villagers prior to mining.

Iron ore and manganese auction in Odisha.
July 2021
Criteria for minimum bidding percentage:
TOTAL RESERVE/RESOURCE OF
BLOCK IN MILLIONTONS

MINIMUM BIDDING
PERCENTAGE

Less than 10

15%

10 to 100

25%

100 to 500

35%

More than 500

50%

NORTH QUARRY 2 BENCHES DONE,ALMOST VIRGIN

Criteria for computing net worth value of a block:
For participating in the auction , the state government has fixed the net worth of the applicant company as 0.25% percentages of the total value of the
resource or Rs. 200 crores whichever is less
To participate in the bidding one will have to submit the bid security in shape of bank guarantee at the time of applying which is 0.25% of the total
value of the mines. On becoming H1 bidder upfront payment of 0.5% of the total value of the mines will be paid to govt in three installments – 20%
+ 20% + 60% . The first 20% will have to paid within 15 days from the bid date.
Stamp duty
The lease agreement and execution will be made for 50 years
Highest rate of royalty on highest grade in the area X EC or highest annual dispatch X 4 X 0.75
Other payments
1. NPV in case of forest area – Rs 9,30,000/- to Rs.13,00,,000/-per hecter appx
2.Regional wild life management plan – appx Rs. One crore appx
3. Preparation of site specific wild life plan and it’s implementation – appx. 2 crores
4.Preparation of Mining plan with bank guarantee – ( 60 + 40 ) – appx 1 crore
5.Public hearing for EC – appx 4 crores
6.Stamp duty – ( yearly raising quantity X Royalty on IBM price of highest grade per ton X 4 X 0.075 )
7. NEERI guidelines to be implemented ( star rating by IBM ) – 4 crores
8.Premium on Compensatory afforestation land – 3 crores appx.

About Author: Mr. Mihir Kumar Senapati,
Geologist, World Consultancy Services, Telengapenth, Cuttack, Odisha
mail id mksenapati2000@yahoo.co.in
Tel. 9437292816
www.worldconsultancyservices.in
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MMDR amendment bill 2021 a game changer for natural
resources sector: Anil Agarwal, Chairman, Vedanta
The Mines and Minerals (Development and

During FY 21, Vedanta’s low-cost, scal-

Regulation) Bill 2021 is a gamechanger

able assets generated strong profitability

that will significantly improve the share of

and

the naturalresources sector in the national

Agarwal said. “We are actively delever-

economy, said NSE -1.72 % ’s chairman

aging our balance sheet and are raising

Anil Agarwal. “It will contribute to the

the bar in operational excellence across

creation of over five million jobs and will

our wide canvas of operations,” he said.

considerably reduce India’s import depend-

Even as -dollar economy,” Agarwal

ence for basic materials,” Agarwal said,

said.

addressing the company’s shareholders in
the annual report released Thursday. The
new bill will significantly boost India’s
metals and mining industry by inviting

delivered

robust

cash

flows,

temporary disruptions materialised, the
company was able to bounce back
strongly with robust EBITDA margins,
he said.

private participation in the exploration of
key resources such as coal and gold,
Agarwal added. In March, Lok Sabha
passed

the

Mines

and

Minerals

(Development and Regulation) Amendment Bill, 2021, which proposes to remove
curbs of end-use for future auctions of mineral mining rights, allowing operators of

During the last financial year, Vedanta
has spent over Rs 331 crore on social
development activities, spread across its

The company will focus on exploring in-

core impact areas of education, health, sus-

vestment opportunities in the upcoming

tainable livelihoods, women empowerment,

financial year.

sports and culture, environment and community development.

“At Vedanta, we are cognizant of the immense growth potential and will invest in

existing captive mines to sell up to 50% of

“Our flagship CSR initiative for women and

opportunities that create value for all stake-

minerals extracted in a year. The new bill

children has touched a new milestone, with

holders. As we power ahead, we stand in

also gives powers to the central govern-

the setting up of 2,300+ Nand Ghars in 11

solidarity with India, its ambition of being

ment to conduct an auction of mines if state

states,” Agarwal said.

Aatmanirbhar and creating a 5 trillion-

governments do not conduct auctions in a

In a move to reduce the group’s carbon

dollar economy,” Agarwal said.

timely manner. Currently, the natural re-

footprint, Agarwal said that the company

sources sector contributes 1.75% to India’s

has set a vision to substantially de-carbonise

GDP, whereas in countries with similar

its operations by 2050.

reserves, the contribution is 7-7.5%.

Large stocks of limestone in Jaisalmer
Jaipur: Geological Survey of India (GSI) has

Agarwal said that the depart-ment will study

written the cen-tral mines minister Prahlad Joshi for

found 315 million tonne cement grade lime-

the report and take further measures for the de-

expanding mineral explo-ration work in the state,

stone reserves in four blocks of Jaisal-mer

velopment of the blocks for auction"Our first

spread over 13 sq kin. On Tu-esday; GSI sub-

task is to go thro-ugh the findings of the report.

mitted the report to the state government.

Then accordingly, we will deve-lop the blocks for

After receiving the report, additional chief

their auction," said Agarwal.

secretary mi-nes and petroleum Subodh

Recently chief minister Ashok Gehlot had

AUGUST 2021

He had said that Rajasthan government had contributed over Rs 250 more to the National Exploration
Trust (NMET) but exploration of mineral blocks
have not taken up on priority in the state.
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Limestone's at different stratigraphic levels in Jaisalmer basin
and their applications - V.P. Laul
Limestone`s in Jaisalmer basin occur at following stratigraphic levels.

Stratigraphic level

Formation

Lithology

Lower to Middle Eocene

Bandah Formation

Clays and limestone

Khuiala Formation

Clays overlain by limestones

Middle Cretaceous

Abur Formation

Calcareous sandstone and ferruginous limestone

Middle Jurassic

Jaisalmer Formation

Calcareous sandstones- bioclastic limestones

Middle Jurassic

calcareous sandstone & subordinate calcir-

Joshiowala Goan) and associated fragile

Jaisalmer Formation

udite capped by pyrite coated gastropod

sandstone forming part of uppermost mem-

bearing calcarenite in upper part. Calcisiltite

ber- Unit D. This unit also contains small

occurs near Lathi - Jaisalmer contact. Unit

sized phosphatic nodules and phosphatized

B in general is represented by thick fragile

fossils in shale bands or marly limestone.

sandstone capped by marly limestone - cal-

Petrographic studies of different types of

cilutite and oolitic calcarenite ( Shipal Jeth-

limestones have been carried out and possi-

wai) and succeeding Unit C - Upper mem-

ble relation between petrography and Indus-

ber is sequence of calcarenite- calcareous

trial grade of limestones explored, Laul V.P

sandstones and fragile sandstone and calci-

& Laul Vivek , March, 2016, Seminar Vol,

Unit A forming basal member is mainly a

lutite which is overlain by calcilutite-oolitic

MEAI, Jaipur.

sequence of poorly sorted calcarenite,

calcarenite (Pohar, Nibh Dungar and

Jaisalmer Formation has been

classified

into 4 units- Unit A, B, C & D and Bioclatic limestones have been described as
calcirudite, calcarenite, pyrite coated gastropod bearing calcarenite, oolitic calcarenite, calcisiltite and calcilutite which grade
into each other.

Type of limestone

Formation
and/or unit

Grade or chemical
analyses

Calcarenite

Jaisalmer- all units

Low grade, max CaO 45

General construction

Jaisalmer-Unit B

Cement to high grade

As building blocks and

Oolitic

calcarenite

and

calcilutite

Shipal-Jaisalmer

Applications

artistic work.

fort-

Remarks or buildings where used

Historic buildings. Also
suitable for cement industry

Jethwai
Calcilutite of Unit C & D

Jaisalmer- Unit C and D

Mainly high grade but

Calcilutite Marble- fancy

Tiles & chips in buildings and fancy items for

and oolitic calcarenite of

in

Joshiowala

may grade to cement

items, tiles and chips and

market sale, also suitable for cement industry

Unit D

Gaon,Pohar

&

grade & marble grade

oolitic calcarenite high to

Nibh

Dungar- Dedha area
Fossiliferous

ferruginous

Abur stone

Abur/ Habur Formation

cement grade
Marble grade.
Also popular as curd
making stone

Mainly fancy and decora-

Jain temples Ludhrawa, Jaisalmer fort palace,

tive

Tajmahal, Jwalamukhi and Ajmer Dargah etc

items,

pyramid,

kitchen wares and

Continued on Page 9
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Yellow limestone of Jaisalmer Formation

ferruginous limestone. Fossiliferous ferrugi-

of Khuiala Formation (Lower Tertiary) is

has been extensively

used as building

nous limestone occurring near Habur village

exposed in 100 km long belt .and subordi-

blocks, for beautiful artistic carvings and

takes very good polish and fossils orienta-

nate belt in Khuiala area. Limestone is of

yellow fine grained calcilutite as marble in

tion adds beauty to stone after polish-

cement to high/ steel grade. At present steel

fort and historic buildings of Jaisalmer

ing.This stone finds application in manufac-

grade limestone is under mining by State

town.

turing decorative fancy items and as marble.

undertaking RSMM. Few limestone blocks

of

The Abur stone has been used in some of

have been auctioned to cement companies

Jaisalmer and their geotechnical properties

important buildings like Jain temples Lu-

Initial investigation by GSI was followed by

have been described by Madhava Rao &

dhrawa, Jaisalmer fort palace, Tajmahal,

exploration by DMG Rajasthan which has

Laul , 1976, Abstract Sym. Industrial min-

Jwalamukhi and Ajmer Dargah, Pareek ( op

significantly increased reserves. GSI carried

erals and rocks of Rajasthan Jaipur ;

cit).

out investigation by surface methods by

Madhava Rao, Laul & Bhatia,1982 , Pro-

Abur stone- Miraculous stone

pitting upto 1m and section measurement of

Abur stone is reported to contain amino

exposed sections at scraps which indicated

acids phenylalanine tryptophan and tyrosine

more than 3000 million tonnes. In view of

Applications

of

building

stones

ceedings . IV International Congress Association of Engineering Geology, New
Delhi.

which help in curd formation from milk.

author, significant increase in reserves as a

Limestones of Jaisalmer Formation stud-

Some believe that existing bacteria in the

result of exploration by DMG, may be at-

ied, selectively analysed, prospected and

pores of the stone may be the reason , the

tributed to lower limestone beds in ben-

described,

115,

milk curdles without a starter, Chandrabhan

tonitic clay- marl- shale- limestone se-

GSI,1984, Rajasthan DMG ,Publication-

Solanki, Updated: September 8th, 2020,

quence. In general Khuiala Formation is

Limestone deposits of Rajasthan, 1998 and

Gaon-Connection.

represented by bentonitic clays- fullers

Pareek

Memoir

no

Laul and Laul, Seminar volume MEAI,
March 5-6 Jaipur,2016. DMG has also
explored limestones of Jethwai- Joshionwala Gaon area. Regional assessment for
cement grade limestone of Jaisalmer Formation was carried out by Sahiwala and

earth in the basal part followed by limeExperiment with Abur stone has been done
to study curd making properties and results
Limestone curdle milk?" September 2005
Current Science 89(5), Pushpendra Singh

har.

Lower Tertiary- Lower to Middle Eocene

Two Sections measured by author in Sam
area have shown cumulative thickness of

Cement- high- steel grade limestone :

limestone beds as given below - Sen, Laul

Khuiala Formation. Limestone was discov-

& Virendra Kumar GSI unpublished report,

ered during mapping, initially investigated

FS 1980-81

Rajasthan
Abur Formation is mainly represented by

10 m thick limestone (cement to high/ steel
grade).

by GSI and subsequently explored by DMG

Middle Cretaceous

(Transitional zone) capped by maximum 9-

Ranawat

The deposits and occurrences which reJoshionwala Gaon, Nibh Dungar and Po-

tion with shale beds

of studies have been published -"Can Habur

Virendra Kumar, GSI Rec 133(7), 1999.

quire mention include Shipal, Jethwai,

stone- foraminiferal limestone in associa-

,

Laul

Geonesis

May

(Thickness has been calculated from measured sections)

2021 .Cement to high/ steel grade limestone

calcareous sandstone and fossiliferous

Thickness of measured section

Cumulative thickness of limestone beds

Thickness of basal zone-bentonitic claysfuller's earth-marl-shale

Section 1

21.7 m

13.2 m

7.2 m

Section 2

25..2 m

15.1 m

9.3 m

Jaisalmer Unit A limestones have formed

calcarenite (mainly high grade) in Jaisalmer

bioclastic

under fluctuating environment. Oolitic

Units C & D. Limestones have formed un-

Khuiala limestones particularly in the upper

calcarenite-calcilutite ( Unit B) and signifi-

der stable conditions.

part have formed under stable shallow ma-

As compared to Middle Jurassic Jaisalmer

rine conditions resulting into cement to

cant deposits of calcilutite and oolitic

limestones, Lower Tertiary

Continued on Page 10
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high/ steel grade without much variations

article, to Geonesis for publication of arti-

written to mark 50th marriage Anniversary

in grade.

cles for contributions to mineral sector and

of author and his wife Smt Vandna Laul

Acknowledgments: Author is thankful to

to granddaughter Malika Deewan for inser-

Dr Vivek Laul for finalization of MS of

tion of tables and maps. Article has been

Fig 1: Limestone Deposits of Jaisalmer

Formation (District

Fig 2:

TeTekkar-Sanu-Khinya-Mandha Limestone belt of

Khuiala Formation (District resource map of Jaisalmer district,

resource map of Jaisalmer district, GSI 2001)

GSI 2001)
About Author: V.P. Laul
Author is retired Director GSI and has significantly contributed to mineral discoveries during mapping in Jaisalmer ( 1974-82). His Geological maps have invariably served as base maps for mineral
investigations . In case of Khuiala limestone his contributions include mapping of Khuiala Formation
in Sam area and mapping with AK Sen ( 1978-79), random limestone sampling with Virendra Kumar
in Khuiala area ( 1977-78) and limestone investigation with N.K.Sahiwala ( 1978-79). He has published first paper exclusively on prospects of industrial grade Limestone in Khuiala Formation in
Indian Minerals.

Address: Vivek Geo Services, Jaipur
E-Mail : viveklaul@gmail.com

Mining: Digitisation can wait no longer
With mines being bagged at high prices

costs if they are to ensure proper return on

the newly formulated dynamics of the min-

under new auction regime, optimising pro-

investment. Zero pilferage, and proper dis-

ing market. Says RanjanNayak, chief oper-

cesses and cutting costs has become vital to

tribution and end use through digitisation

ating officer, JSW, Orissa mining business,

a sound bottomline for players

are becoming necessary to boost revenues

“the auction mechanism has offered great

and protect the bottomline.

opportunities to invest and create digital

are being allocated via the auction route

Mining companies like Coal India, Tata

infrastructure in the mining sector. We

under a revenue-sharing model has come as

Steel Mining, JSW Steel, Hindustan Zinc,

estimate that automation in mining would

a wind of change for the sector. With mines

and NMDC, among others, are aggressively

be worth $4.6 billion by 2024.”

being bagged after quoting hefty premi-

looking at digitally enabled automation to

ums, industry players must push digitisa-

achieve greater operational efficiency and

tion to optimise core processes and cut

higher economies of scale and keep up with

The Centre’s new regime wherein mines

AUGUST 2021
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Public sector behemoth Coal India Ltd
(CIL) has roped in Accenture Solutions
Private Ltd as a consultant to digitalise
mining in seven open cast mines. It has set
an ambitious target of enhancing production from the seven mines by 100 MT –
these had produced 186 MT in FY21,
which was 32% of CIL’s total output of
596 MT in that fiscal.
Says CIL CMD Pramod Agrawal, “though
Coal India has been implementing a host of
digital initiatives in its internal processes,
this is the first major attempt to comprehensively address an array of issues in
mining operations and system management, to increase coal output. Taken together with the implementation of ERP
(enterprise resource planning), it should
yield us good results.”
Accenture Solutions aims to meet the target by FY23 end. Its digital systems would
improve planning, project monitoring,
operations and despatch, with heavy earth
moving machinery being fitted with digital
sensors to monitor efficiency at every level, says a source in the company.
Working along similar lines, Tata Steel
Mining, a Tata Steel subsidiary, is digitalising mining operations and its value chain
with quantum computing, real time quality
monitoring, data accessibility and market
intelligence. “The digitally enabled automation is aimed at savings of about $1
billion,” says its MD MC Thomas.
Sumit Deb, CMD of NMDC, expects digitisation to optimise costs even as it helps
lower the carbon footprint of the mining
value chain. Integration of line transport,
surveillance system, automated sampling
systems and conveyor belt monitoring systems with operators is vital to processes
and costs across the mining value chain, he
says.
Arun Mishra, CEO of Hindustan Zinc,
feels that since data and machine learning
are vital to automating the mining vertical,
partnerships have become necessary for
industry players. He highlights that 97% of
Hindustan Zinc’s mines have been made
Wi-fi enabled as part of its digitisation
efforts.

Volume 8, Issue 9
The demand for digitisation has made mining equipment manufacturer Bharat Earth
Movers (BEML) work on designing machines like Predictive Maintenance System
(PMS) that can prevent sudden breakdowns.
To detect the workability of the human resource deployed in various operations, it has
developed with the help of artificial intelligence (AI) an Automatic Fatigue Monitoring System (AFMS). An AI-enabled Water
Sprinkler (WS) is another product it has
come up with for more efficient mining.
Says its CMD MV Rajasekhar, “Systems
like PMS, AFMS and AI-enabled WS are
all innovations of 2021. These would go a
long way in optimising processes and costs,
thereby helping the miner’s finances”.The
Centre’s new regime wherein mines are
being allocated via the auction route under a
revenue-sharing model has come as a wind
of change for the sector. With mines being
bagged after quoting hefty premiums, industry players must push digitisation to optimise core processes and cut costs if they are
to ensure proper return on investment. Zero
pilferage, and proper distribution and end
use through digitisation are becoming necessary to boost revenues and protect the
bottomline.
Mining companies like Coal India, Tata
Steel Mining, JSW Steel, Hindustan Zinc,
and NMDC, among others, are aggressively
looking at digitally enabled automation
to achieve greater operational efficiency and
higher economies of scale and keep up with
the newly formulated dynamics of the mining market. Says Ranjan Nayak, chief operating officer, JSW, Orissa mining business,
“the auction mechanism has offered great
opportunities to invest and create digital
infrastructure in the mining sector. We estimate that automation in mining would be
worth $4.6 billion by 2024.”
Public sector behemoth Coal India Ltd
(CIL) has roped in Accenture Solutions
Private Ltd as a consultant to digitalise mining in seven open cast mines. It has set an
ambitious target of enhancing production
from the seven mines by 100 MT – these
had produced 186 MT in FY21, which was
32% of CIL’s total output of 596 MT in that
fiscal.

Says CIL CMD Pramod Agrawal, “though
Coal India has been implementing a host of
digital initiatives in its internal processes,
this is the first major attempt to comprehensively address an array of issues in mining operations and system management, to
increase coal output. Taken together with
the implementation of ERP (enterprise
resource planning), it should yield us good
results.”
Accenture Solutions aims to meet the target
by FY23 end. Its digital systems would
improve planning, project monitoring, operations and despatch, with heavy earth
moving machinery being fitted with digital
sensors to monitor efficiency at every level,
says a source in the company.
Working along similar lines, Tata Steel
Mining, a Tata Steel subsidiary, is digitalising mining operations and its value chain
with quantum computing, real time quality
monitoring, data accessibility and market
intelligence. “The digitally enabled automation is aimed at savings of about $1
billion,” says its MD MC Thomas.
Sumit Deb, CMD of NMDC, expects digitisation to optimise costs even as it helps
lower the carbon footprint of the mining
value chain. Integration of line transport,
surveillance system, automated sampling
systems and conveyor belt monitoring systems with operators is vital to processes
and costs across the mining value chain, he
says.
Arun Mishra, CEO of Hindustan Zinc,
feels that since data and machine learning
are vital to automating the mining vertical,
partnerships have become necessary for
industry players. He highlights that 97% of
Hindustan Zinc’s mines have been made
Wi-fi enabled as part of its digitisation
efforts.
The demand for digitisation has made mining equipment manufacturer Bharat Earth
Movers (BEML) work on designing machines like Predictive Maintenance System
(PMS) that can prevent sudden breakdowns.
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To detect the workability of the human
resource deployed in various operations, it
has developed with the help of artificial
intelligence (AI) an Automatic Fatigue
Monitoring System (AFMS). An AI-

enabled Water Sprinkler (WS) is another
product it has come up with for more efficient mining.
Says its CMD MV Rajasekhar, “Systems
like PMS, AFMS and AI-enabled WS are

all innovations of 2021. These would go a
long way in optimising processes and
costs, thereby helping the miner’s finances”.

Gold Reserves In India: Min Of Mines Informs Parliament
Largest Resources Located In Bihar
During the Parliamentary session, the Min-

extraction costs including gold

istry of Coal provided the National Mineral

vary from mine to mine.

Inventory data concerning gold reserves in

Data of Geological Survey of

India and how much is available.

India

On Tuesday, July 27, the Minister of

For various mineral commodities

Mines,

Af-

including gold with the aim to

fairs Pralhad Joshi in a written reply in

identify potential mineral-rich

Rajya Sabha informed that as per National

zones and establish resources,

Mineral Inventory data, the total re-

the Geological Survey of India (GSI) is

expected to reduce the cost of extraction of

Coal

and

Parliamentary

serves or resources of gold ore (primary) in

actively engaged in geological mapping

gold.

the country have been estimated at 501.83

followed by mineral exploration (survey).

So far, there is no proposal to restart the

million tonnes as of April 1, 2015.

As per the approved annual Field Season

closed gold mines.

The statement said, out of these, 17.22

Program, every year GSI takes up mineral

million tonnes were placed under the re-

exploration projects in various parts of the

serves category and the rest 484.61 million

country for augmenting mineral resources.

tonnes under the remaining resources cate-

Earlier, the Government of India has

gory. In India, the largest resources of gold

amended the MEMC Rules to allow the

ore (primary) are located in Bihar (44%)

auction of composite licenses at the G4 lev-

followed by Rajasthan (25%), Karnataka

el for deep-seated minerals including Gold.

(21%), West Bengal (3%), Andhra Pradesh

Following the amendment of the rules, more

(3% ), Jharkhand (2 %). The remaining 2%

participation from private players is ex-

The United States has the largest gold re-

resources of ore are situated in Chhattis-

pected to participate who own advanced

serve with more than 8,000 metric tons of

garh, Madhya Pradesh, Kerala, Maharash-

technology in the field of exploration &

gold and stands at the first spot. It accounts

tra, and Tamil Nadu. The mineral

mining of deep-seated minerals which is

for 79% of total reserves.

Countries with the largest gold reserves
According to World Gold Council (WGC)
data, among the top 10 central banks with
the largest gold reserves, India holds the
number nine spot with over 658 tonnes of
gold in its vaults and accounting for 8% of
total reserves as of April 2021.

India launches lithium exploration
The Geological Survey of India has taken

mineral exploration, including reconnais-

Rules (MEMC-2015) for augmenting the

up seven lithium exploration projects in

sance surveys, preliminary exploration and

mineral resources of various commodities,

different parts of the country.

general exploration. The programme fol-

including lithium.

The GSI, which is part of the country's

lows the guidelines of the United Nations

Ministry of Mines, has a field season pro-

Framework Classification (UNFC) and

gramme that includes different stages of

Mineral Evidence and Mineral Content

During the 2016-17 and 2020-21 field

Continued on Page 13
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season programmes, GSI carried out 14

Mandya district, Karnataka.In addition, it

Bidesh India Ltd (KABIL) has been

projects on lithium and associated elements

has carried out reconnaissance surveys

formed under the umbrella of the Ministry

in the states of Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Hima-

along the Saraswati River palaeochannel in

of Mines by three central public sector

chal Pradesh, Jammu & Kash-

undertakings (CSPEs) to acquire

mir, Jharkhand, Madhya Pra-

mineral

desh, Meghalaya, Karnataka and

CSPEs are National Aluminium

Rajasthan.

Company Ltd (NALCO), Hindu-

Limited (MECL), which will have

taken up seven lithium projects

equity participation of 40:30:30.

in Arunachal Pradesh, Andhra

They will primarily target critical

Jhar-

and strategic minerals such as

khand, Jammu & Kashmir and

lithium and cobalt, but will not

Rajasthan. However, the GSI has

target rare earth elements.

not yet augmented the lithium

KABIL has signed non-binding Memoran-

resource.

the Jodhpur and Barmer districts with the

Furthermore, the Atomic Minerals Direc-

aim of locating lithium mineralisation asso-

torate

Research

ciated with brine. Its preliminary surveys on

(AMDER), which is part of the Depart-

surface and limited subsurface exploration

ment Atomic Energy (DAE), is undertak-

have revealed inferred lithium resources of

ing lithium exploration in potential geolog-

1,600t in pegmatites in the Marlagalla -

ical domains in parts of Karnataka and

Allapatna region of the Mandya district,

Rajasthan. AMDER has also begun subsur-

Karnataka.

for

The

Mineral Exploration Corporation

season programme, GSI has

Chhattisgarh,

overseas.

stan Copper Limited (HCL) and

During the current 2021-22 field

Pradesh,

assets

Exploration

and

face exploration in the Marlagalla area,

dum of Understanding (MoU), including a
non-disclosure agreement, with three stateowned organisations in Argentina - JEMSE, YPF and CAMYEN. As part of these
agreements, the organisations will share
information with regards to prospective
mineral acreages.

A joint venture company called Khanij

Odisha issues notice inviting tender for e-auction of
11 mineral blocks
The Odisha government has issued Notice

blocks put under the hammer are -- Nadidih

Inviting Tender (NIT) for online auction of

(Feegrade) and Teherai. Kasia mineral

11 more mining blocks, including seven

block having both iron ore and dolomite

virgin blocks.

has also been put for the auction. The gov-

The Directorate of Mines has issued the

ernment has put Karlapat bauxite mineral

notice for grant of mining lease for seven

block, a virgin block, for auction.

iron ore blocks, two iron ore & manganese

The interested bidder can purchase the

blocks, one iron ore & dolomite and one

tender documents till August 19, 2021

bauxite block.

while August 24 is the last date for submis-

The seven iron ore blocks are -- Nadidih

sion of the bid. The tender fee for all the 11

(Bico), Purheibahal, Chandiposhi, Jumka

blocks is Rs 5 lakh each.

The Odisha government has issued Notice

Pathriposhi, Dholtapahar, Netrabandha Pa-

Accordingly, the government has invited

Inviting Tender for online auction of 11

har (West) and Gandhalpada.

financial bids in digital format only and

Similarly, two iron ore and manganese

technical bids in both digital and physical

more mining blocks, including seven virgin blocks.
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Sustainable growth of mining & metal industry:
A key to achieve $5 tn vision
As India propels in behemoth fashion towards achieving its
vision of becoming a $5 trillion economy, it is set to play a
crucial role in the parlaying that is to take place in the global
rebalancing post the pandemic. The mining and metal indus-

Sauvick Mazumdar, CEO, Iron
and Steel Business, Vedanta,
makes a point

try, a key economic driver for India, in this regard will serve
as the growth imperative. It will act as the concrete wall that
supports the country’s ever-expanding tendrils of dreams
and ambitions. In the past, it has copiously played the role of

thermal, iron and steel, petroleum and natural gas, electrical and
electronics.

a stable and reliable sector responsible for close to 3% of the

According to the 12th Five Year Plan, every 1% increase in eco-

GDP. In 2020, when economies across the world readied for

nomic growth leads the mining sector to create 13 times more em-

a downturn, the mineral production valuation for India stood

ployment than agriculture and six times more than manufacturing.

strong according to the Indian Bureau of Mines. The sector

Thus, both direct and indirect employment by the industry has

has time and again proven that it is the country’s well-

helped contribute to livelihood creation immensely.. Mining Indus-

known magic bean which when watered with the right

try gives direct employment to ~ 2.3 Mn People & Indirect employ-

growth impetus, can develop exponentially and can alone

ment to 23 Mn People. The need of the hour is to propose more

resurrect the economy.

reforms to revive the mining industry for the benefit of the econo-

India currently produces 95 minerals that aid industrialization and expansion of infrastructure both nationally and
globally. It is also the second largest coal and crude steel

my and people. The path to self-reliance of any country goes
through sustainable mining sector which can support rapid industrialization and positively affect the lives of millions of Indians.

producer in the world, an export market tapped by interna-

Achieving the $5 trillion dream

tional players like Japan, China and others for their growth

It is without a speck of doubt that the mining and metal industry

needs. The country’s GVA from mining and quarrying

will catalyze India’s resurgence to fructify its $5 trillion dream.

reached $56.02 bn in the financial year of 2020. However,

While currently, India imports a large portion of its minerals and

this is only scratching the surface of its mining and metal

ores, this can easily be overcome by allowing domestic develop-

industry capabilities.

ment of mining assets that are stuck due to policy restrictions. This

Unlocking economic potential

will also help in reversing the import trend. India’s blueprint for

The Prime Minister’s vision of India becoming an Aatmanirbhar Bharat, is deeply entwined with the country exploring the mining and metal industry to its magnificent fullest.
As one of the largest contributors of GDP, it is well established that becoming a global power will entail the country

becoming a global powerhouse is intrinsically linked to the mining
and mineral industry as there is a strong correlation between mining
growth and that of the manufacturing sector. These sectors provide
the raw materials to thermal, iron and steel, petroleum and natural
gas, electrical and electronics.

exploring and extracting its rich natural deposits sustainably

In 2020, sustainable practices are well incorporated in the function-

in total and encouraging indigenous ore production. The

ing of the industry. Serious considerations for social and environ-

application of these mineral and ores in nation-building is

mental impacts have been embraced using eco-friendly technical

manifold, for example, we need phosphate for agricultural

advancements to keep our planet safe while exploring its rich de-

growth; iron ore, bauxite, copper, limestone, manganese etc.

posits. As India’s mining and extraction prospects mature, mining

for industrial sector; quartz, lithium, lead, zinc, silver etc. for

operations in the future will see an undeniable call for environmen-

service sector which is highly dependent on computing

tal and social impact monitoring and auditing that must be met une-

gadgets. It provides the raw materials to other sectors like

quivocally by all stakeholders.
Continued on Page 15
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Rising to the challenge of plating sustainable

exploration technology will give competitive

-term social benefits through avenues like the

mining will also see the sector propel towards

edge in mining space & the transformation

District Mineral Foundation and the 2% CSR

improved and aggravated mechanization. The

will manifold with scale of economics.

mandate by the government.

Sculpting lives through social welfare

As per Ministry of Mines data upto November

out ecological footprints of mining and extrac-

One of the core highlights of the mining and

2020, DMF is prevalent in 585 districts across

tion operations from exploration to mine clo-

metal industry has been the multifarious im-

the country with funds collected close to Rs

sure and how they can be suitably completed.

pacts it has had on enriching human lives

43,000 Cr. The ramifications of these econom-

Sustainability in the sector will push for fur-

across communities through large scale em-

ic aids directed at mining communities have

ther research and innovation in technology to

ployment. The labour intensive industry has

been long lasting and concrete in helping them

come up with viable solutions to overcome

liberated communities and regions by provid-

pull out of poverty, receive steady income and

social and environmental negative reverbera-

ing prolonged stable livelihood vastly and

plan a sustainable future.

tions caused by the sector, leading to unobtru-

sometimes in areas where no other income

The mining and metal industry needs to be

sive environmental and social harmony. Sus-

sources exist. The sector is the third largest

nurtured by economically, socially and envi-

tainable development philosophy will create

employment generator in the country.

ronmentally sound policies so that it can pro-

the caveat for advanced technology in the

The strategic locations of mines sometimes

vide India with an unbeatable economic ad-

sector.

serve as formidable geographical difficulties

vantage in the global arena. This will pave the

Rapid advances in technological innovation,

preventing accessibility. These areas some-

pathway for the country to become an attrac-

including through automation and digitization

times remain outside the reach of government

tive destination for globally supply chain own-

has fundamental impact on the mining sector

and public sector development. Wide-range

ers, who would like to find the right balance

around the world and India is no exception.

and far-reaching social welfare investments by

between economic prospects and social con-

Most of the mining operations are highly

mining companies in this regard lead to local

sciousness, and make India a preferred global

mechanized with almost negligible human

communities getting access to developed

sourcing hub for value-added products. A well

interventions which has helped to raise the

roads, education, medical attention, vocational

-mapped positive trajectory like this will help

safety standards of mining operations mani-

training and others. It stems from the simple

India achieve its double-digit growth dream

fold. Focus on Pit to Port Automation & ad-

goal of creating community-oriented long

supported by the catalyzing power of the min-

thrust will now lie in investing in modern mine
planning software and technologies to chalk

ing and metal industry.

vanced

Goa House passes bill to restart mining amid Oppn’s walkout

State hopeful that restarting mining through a

The Bill was passed sans any discussion amid

The Corporation will be empowered to obtain

state-run corporation will help restart industry

a walkout by the opposition parties.

mining leases/grants and prospect licenses, etc.

shuttered twice since 2012

“We were not allowed to put forth our views

under the Mines and Mineral Development

The Goa Legislative Assembly on Friday

and discuss issues of importance to Goa. We

and Regulation Act, 1957, and carry out all

passed the Goa Mineral Development Corpo-

do not wish to be part of this illegal act and

mining operations.

ration Bill, 2021, for the formation of a state-

hence, walked out of the house,” Goa Forward

Goa’s iron ore mining industry, which dates

run corporation “to carry out mining opera-

Party MLA Vijai Sardesai said.

back to the Portuguese days, ran into legal

tions in an orderly, scientific and ecological

The Corporation, according to the Bill, will be

wrangles following the tabling of the Justice

sustainable manner” in a bid to restart the

headed by the chief minister as the ex-officio

M B Shah Commission report in Parliament in

industry that has been halted since 2018 when

chairperson and will have on board secretaries

2012. The report pointed out that Goa’s iron

the Supreme Court cancelled the renewals of

of mines, finance and environment as its mem-

ore mining scam was worth ₹35,000 crore.

88 mining leases.

bers.
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The voluminous report held the state govern-

“The main petitions and SLPs (special leave

mining lobby, it could have involved itself in a

ment and central government agencies as

petitions) filed by Vedanta and Geetabala

more creative and imaginative enterprise”.

parties to the scam, along with the powerful

Parulekar (another leaseholder) are listed to be

“The features of the new Bill are routine and

mining operators here, who according to

heard, which are on the basis of leases being

unexceptional. It has largely been copied from

Justice Shah, plundered natural resource and

valid till 2037. We remain optimistic that we

existing Acts governing other public sector

facilitated an “unrestricted, unchecked and

will place the legal positions before the Su-

corporations (PSUs). When dealing with min-

unregulated export of iron ore to China”,

preme Court and mining will eventually re-

eral resources belonging to the people of the

which made the exporters of ore “richer and

start,” the Goa Mineral Ore Exporters Associa-

state, definitely a corporation with a different

richer”.

tion, the body of legacy leaseholders, had ear-

character would have been preferred,” Claude

lier said in a statement.

Alvares, the Director of Goa Foundation, said.

noted that Goa’s mining leases had expired

The Goa Foundation, an environmental non-

“The present board of directors, as constituted,

and directed that fresh licenses be granted.

governmental organisation whose petitions

will ensure the corporation does not run effi-

The order was upheld in 2018 when the top

resulted in the shuttering of Goa’s mining

ciently or properly. The chief minister as

court cancelled all the leases that were re-

industry, in 2018 had suggested that setting up

chairman is a bad idea, not only because of

newed by the state government and reiterated

the corporation could be the quickest route to

conflicts of interest, but also because the cor-

its earlier stance of granting fresh licenses.

restart mining activity and bring relief to min-

poration needs professional people to run it

The state government had filed a review peti-

ing workers and truck operators who have

and not politicians. GMDC must be a profes-

tion but it was dismissed last week.

been out of work since then.

sionally-run corporation. Reliance on only

Goa’s legacy mining lease holders continue

Reacting to the Bill, the Goa Foundation said

political appointees and politicians will surely

to claim rights to the leases that were initially

that while “the government is to be congratu-

ensure it runs fairly soon into the ground,” he

granted as perpetual concessions by the Por-

lated for introducing the Bill, considering that

added.

tuguese colonial administration.

the idea was opposed tooth and nail by the

In the case that ensued, the Supreme Court

Notice inviting tender for auctioning 27 mineral blocks
issued by 4 states
Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) for sale of 27

Joshi said, "Currently, Notice Inviting Tender

availability of the dry fuel through greater

mineral blocks have been issued by four

(NIT) for auction of 27 mineral are issued by

allocations

states,

including

Jharkhand

and

Od-

of

coal

under

differ-

four states, namely, Madhya Pradesh, Raja-

ent auction windows conducted by the coal

isha, Parliament was informed on Monday.

sthan, Odisha and Jharkhand."

behemoth, and reduction in floor price for

While Odisha has issued Notice Inviting

The minister further said "114 mineral blocks

Tender for 11 mineral blocks, Madhya Pradesh has issued NIT for 10 blocks.
NIT has been issued for four mineral blocks
in Rajasthan and one block in Jharkhand.

are auctioned by various State Governments."
He added that various steps have been taken
to reduce the imports of coal.

CIL accounts for over 80 per cent of domestic coal output.

These include launch of commercial mining

Replying to a written question in the Rajya

to increase availability of coal through non-

Sabha, Coal and Mines Minister Pralhad

Coal India (CIL) mining leases, increase in

AUGUST 2021
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Mining front seeks roadmap of new corp
Goa Mining People`s First (GMPF), an um-

PutiGaonkar, president, GMPF said that it is a

interest of people who have suffered due to the

brella organisation of mining dependents in

big concern that the bill introduced in the re-

mining stoppage, we believe the corporation

Goa, has urged the state government to pre-

cently-concluded assembly session for form-

will do nothing about the livelihoods of 3 lakh

sent a clear role of the proposed Goa Mineral

ing the corporation has shown no intent on

mining dependants who have been pushed to

Development Corporation that will ensure

revival and retention of the employment of

poverty,”

early resumption of mining in the state and

Goa mining dependants in a sustainable man-

GMPF stated. GMPF expressed apprehension

how it will revive the livelihood of those

ner.

that the new system will lead to the introduc-

“Without any commitment on protecting the

tion of contract system. Goa Mining People’s

people who lost their jobs after the mining
shutdown.

Front

If India moves away from coal, what will happen to
the miners’ livelihoods?
India is the world’s third largest emitter of

between now and 2040.

We found three crucial bottlenecks to the en-

greenhouse gases, and its transition to a low-

An affordable, reliable supply of energy is

ergy transition, which arguably exist in India’s

carbon economy is crucial to meeting the

central to raising the nation’s living standards.

other coal belts and could derail the nation’s

goals of the Paris Agreement. But unfortu-

A recent World Bank analysis found up to 150

decarbonisation efforts.

nately, the nation is still clinging firmly to

million people in India are poor.

First, the Odisha government has historically

Alongside its massive reliance on coal, India

been very pro-business. Politicians across the

coal.

has one of the world’s most ambitious renewa-

spectrum support coal mining and seek to

drawing on a case study in the Angul district,

ble energy plans, including an aim to quadru-

position it as the region’s primary economic

India’s largest coal reserve in the eastern

ple renewable electricity capacity by 2030.

lifeline.

Our new research considered this problem,

state of Odisha.

The IEA says coal accounts for about 70% of

The official pro-coal position receives little

We found three main factors slowing the

India’s electricity generation. And as the na-

pushback from Angul residents, who are

energy transition: strong political and com-

tion rebounds from the coronavirus pandemic

largely unaware of Odisha’s contribution to

munity support for coal, a lack of alternative

this year, the rise in coal-fired electricity pro-

national greenhouse gas emissions. Any local

economic activities, and deep ties between

duction is expected to be three times that from

opposition to coal usually stems from concern

coal and other industries such as rail.

cleaner sources.

about environmental degradation such as air,

India must step away from coal, while main-

Coal-powered

taining economic growth and not leaving

to grow annually by 4.6% to 2024, and coal is

Most of Angul’s residents felt a deep connec-

millions of people in coal-mining regions

expected to remain a major emitter of green-

tion to coal because their livelihood depends

worse off. Our research probes this wicked

house gases to 2040.

on it. One participant told us:

While India’s energy trajectory remains

even if all the water is polluted and five inches

aligned with its commitments under the Paris

of dust settles on our well, we would prefer

Agreement, the speed and readiness of its

mining to continue as my family’s survival

problem in detail and suggests ways forward.

Why India matters
India’s population will soon reach 1.4 billion
and this decade it is expected to overtake
China as the world’s most populous nation.
This, combined with a young population,
growing economy, and rapid urbanisation,
means

energy

consumption

in

India

has doubled since 2000.
The

International

water, and land pollution.
generation

is

anticipated

transition remains a complex, divisive issue.

depends on (the contract with the mining com-

The World Economic Forum’s 2021 Energy

pany).

Transition Index ranks India 87th out of 115

Most participants considered their farming

countries analysed.

Bottlenecks in the transition
Our research involved visits to the Angul dis-

Agency

trict in Odisha in 2018 and 2019, where we

(IEA) estimates India will have the largest

conducted focus groups and interviews. Angul

increase in energy demand of any country

is home to 11 coal mines.
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Energy

land as an asset to be sold to the mining companies for a significant sum. The money
would, in turn, allow them to start a business,
buy a car, or arrange a marriage in the family.
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Second, the heavy reliance on coal means

elsewhere.

representatives from across industry and aca-

efforts to diversify the region’s economy have

For example, in 2016 Indian Railways earned

demia, as well as climate policymakers and

been grossly neglected.

44% of its freight revenue from transporting

grassroots organisations

In Angul, mining zones and coal-dedicated

coal. Indian Railways is India’s largest em-

India’s

railway lines passing through paddy fields

ployer and coal revenue helps keep passenger

with metals needed in the energy transition,

mean agricultural productivity has declined

fares low. So in this way, a potential coal

including iron ore, bauxite, and manganese.

over time. Rural development agendas have

phaseout in India would have far-reaching

With improved regulatory standards, these

been short-lived, often set within six months

effects.

offer economic alternatives to coal

of an election deadline then changed or aban-

The way forward

concerns about the coal phase-out from com-

doned.

coal

regions

are

endowed

munities in coal regions should be addressed

Skill-development programs in non-coal vocations have also been limited. This lack of

We offer these pathways to ensure a steady,

fairly and in a timely way.

just energy transition in India:
The world’s emerging economies are respon-

viable alternatives implicitly generates local

India must help its coal regions diversify their

support for coal.

economic activities

And third, a suite of industries in Odisha—

bipartisan support for a coal-free India is

done well, could show the way for other de-

such as steel, cement, fertiliser, and bauxite—

needed. Transition champions such as Germa-

veloping nations.

depend on cheap coal for power. This is re-

ny can show India’s leaders the way

flected across India, where coal has deep ties

a national taskforce for energy transition

energy jobs grow, India must ensure those in

with other industries in ways not seen

should be established. It should include

coal-dependent regions are not left behind.

sible for two-thirds of global greenhouse gas
emissions. The energy transition in India, if

But as new industrial sectors emerge and clean

Welcome lock on mining funds
even to the

Chief

been found transferring DMF funds to their

Minister’s

Relief

own treasury and consolidated funds, and

Fund and other

even to the Chief Minister’s Relief Fund and

schemes.

other schemes.

cording to the mines

The

Centre also observed that states have

This,

ac-

ministry, is in violaOn July 12, the Ministry of Mines came out

tion of Section 9B of

with an order that sought to reiterate the Dis-

Mines and Minerals

trict Mineral Foundation’s core spirit and,

(Development

more importantly, the utilisation of its re-

Regulation) Act that

sources by the states. For a funds pool that

guides the DMF. Ever since its establishment

stands at a staggering Rs 49,000 crore and

in 2015, the DMF has been portrayed as the

was created to better the lives of India’s poor-

saviour of communities—tribals mostly—that

est communities dependent on natural re-

have benefitted little from mineral exploration

sources in the mineral-rich districts, the min-

and development in the regions they inhabit.

istry’s notification has gone largely unno-

Six years down the line, there are instances

ticed. But it can have critical ramifications

galore where DMF funds have gone to areas

because by virtue of the order, the Centre

that have little or no bearing on the lives of the

almost restricts states from making sanctions

vulnerable population. Yes, there are good

or approving expenditure out of DMF.

practices that have energised health, education

The Centre also observed that states have

and other priority sectors but equally discerni-

been found transferring DMF funds to their

ble are projects that mean little to them.

own treasury and consolidated funds, and

The latest order by the Centre also echoes the

AUGUST 2021

and
same because putting huge financial resources
to uses other than what they are mandated for
defeats the whole purpose of the DMF’s creation. The notification could also stir up a debate over the Centre interfering in the financial powers of the states. It is therefore important that both the Centre and states take up
a joint exercise to ensure the DMF meets its
objective. Mineral development comes at a
huge social and environmental cost, but communities living in these ore-bearing landscapes must be the principal beneficiary of the
funds because they are the ones who bear the
brunt.
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No bauxite mining in Vizag, clarifies Principal secretary
Citing IBM, GSI reports, principal secretary

August 18, 2018. Permission was given to the

IBM gave a report in 2004 with regard to two

says there is no bauxite in said areas; laterite

leaseholder on February 5 2021 as per the

mining leases stating there is only laterite.

mining as per HC order.

High Court order after he obtained all neces-

“The IBM submitted another report in 2010. It

Principal Secretary (mines) Gopala Krishna

sary permissions from the Environment Minis-

was clear from the documents of GSI and

Dwivedi on Saturday said there were no ir-

try and Pollution Control Board,’’ he ex-

IBM that there is no bauxite, but only laterite

regularities in the mining going on in Visa-

plained.

in the areas,” he said.

khapatnam district. “No bauxite mining is

Though approval was given for six mining

Stating that only 5,000 tonnes of laterite min-

going on in the district and only laterite is

leases, only one mining lease was functional.

ing was going on, Dwivedi, producing the GO

being mined. Permission was given for min-

While the term of the one lease ended, mining

copies to the media, said the leaseholder sub-

ing 5,000 tonnes of laterite from only one

could not be taken up in two leases due to a

mitted the letter of intent on October 12, 2010.

mining area,’’ he explained. Speaking to

lack of approach roads. Dwivedi added that

Later, the High Court in its 16-page verdict

media persons in Amaravati, Dwivedi said

inspection was done in two mining leases fol-

gave directions to allow the lease holder to

the Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) submitted

lowing charges of illegal mining. “It was

undertake mining on August 17 in 2018. The

a report on laterite mining in 2010. “As per

found that mining of 2.3 lakh tonnes of laterite

court directed the panchayati raj department to

permission given by the Geological Survey of

was done illegally. A fine of Rs 19 crore was

pay Rs 10,000 to the petitioner. It also gave

India (GSI), mining of laterite was allowed in

imposed on Singam Bhavani and Lovaraju for

directions that necessary steps should be taken

Natavaram mandal in Vizag,’’ he said, add-

indulging in illegal mining and two mines

to facilitate mining within six weeks.

ing that permissions were given based on the

were closed following charges,’’ he said. The

Referring to allegations of bauxite mining,

GSI survey.

GSI has confirmed that there was only laterite

Dwivedi countered it asking how one can say

The GSI had given a report on the availability

in other leases given in the same area.

that bauxite mining was going on illegally

of laterite in 121 acres of unsurveyed hill

The GSI confirmed on September 1, 2010 that

when IBM, GSI and the environment ministry

poramboke land in Bhamidika in Sarugudu

there was no bauxite in 4.97 hectares of unsur-

had clearly stated that there was no bauxite in

panchayat of Natavaram mandal. “The previ-

vyed hill poramboke at Sundarakota in Sar-

the area. “There are no chances of bauxite

ous governments gave permission for six

ugudu panchayat and also in 35 hectares Ha-

mining in Visakhapatnam district,’’ he assert-

mining leases. However, the High Court gave

sanagiri village. It was only laterite in both the

ed and produced documents in support of his

permission for only one mining lease on

extents as per the GSI survey,’’ he said.The

argument.

Goa govt signs MoU with Mineral Corp to take stock of iron ore
Goa chief minister Pramod Sawant, who is

Pralhad Joshi on Monday.

The inventory would also help the Goa gov-

currently on a two-day visit to New Delhi,

The MoU will help the government assess its

ernment explore the possibility of opening

oversaw the signing of the agreement along

mineral resources and establish its mineral

fresh leases and having them auctioned in a

with Union minister of coal and mines

inventory. The MoU is seen as a step towards

bid to bypass the legacy leases that are stuck

Pralhad Joshi.

the government restarting mining through its

in a legal quagmire.

The Goa government has signed a Memoran-

own state-run corporation after the Supreme

Goa’s several mining related cases are pend-

dum of Understanding (MoU) with the Min-

Court ruled that if mining is to restart, fresh

ing before the Supreme Court, most notably a

eral Exploration Corporation Ltd (MECL), a

leases will have to be allotted, which now

plea challenging the Central government’s

Union government-owned public sector un-

involves an auction.

Mines and Minerals Development Act con-

dertaking, to build an inventory of Goa’s

In March this year, while presenting the state

verting Goa’s mining concessions granted by

minerals -- mainly iron ore.

budget, Sawant announced that the state gov-

the Portuguese into leases as well as a plea to

Goa chief minister Pramod Sawant, who is

ernment would set up its own mining corpora-

retrospectively grant 50-year validity to min-

currently on a two-day visit to New Delhi,

tion in a bid to break the logjam that has re-

ing leases till 2037, which the mining compa-

oversaw the signing of the agreement along

sulted in shuttering of state’s mining industry

nies claim they are eligible for

with Union minister of coal and mines

since 2018.

Continued on Page 20
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Meanwhile, during his Delhi visit Sawant

the Swadesh Darshan Scheme.

change Bhupendra Yadav, and Ashwini

also called on Prime Minister Narendra Modi

He also met home minister Amit Shah, Union

Vaishnaw, minister of information technolo-

and invited him to inaugurate the historic

minister of tribal affairs Arjun Munda, minis-

gy among others.

Aguada Fort that has been beautified under

ter for environment, forest and climate

Adani Group, Prakash Industries, Shreesatya preferred
coal mine bidders on Day 3
Adani Group has emerged as preferred bidder

August 4 under the tranche two of commer-

partially explored mine with geological re-

for one more large commercial coal block in

cial coal auctions, state governments are

serves of 7 million tonnes. On Monday, Ada-

Chhattisgarh, NSE -3.66 % for another mine

expected to garner Rs 587 crore revenue from

ni Group emerged as the preferred bidder for

in the same state and newly-incorporated

explored mines.

two coal blocks for commercial use in Maha-

Shreesatya Mines Pvt Ltd quoted highest for
a mine in Jharkhand on the final day of
tranche two of auctions.

On Tuesday, Sunflag Iron & Steel Company
emerged as the highest bidder for a coal
block in Maharashtra by agreeing to part with

CG Natural Resources Pvt Ltd, Adani Group

9% revenue, while Shreesatya Mines Private

company, is likely to bag Khargaon coal

quoted the highest 75.5% for another mine in

mine in Chhattisgarh as it offered 6% reve-

Jharkhand on day two of ongoing e-auctions

nue, an official statement said. Aurobindo

of coal mines for commercial use.

Realty and Infrastructure was also in the race

rashtra and Chhattisgarh. Gurgaon-based
exploration services firm South West Pinnacle Exploration emerged as the highest bidder
for a coal mine in Jharkhand quoting a premium of 24.25%. Adani Power Maharashtra
offered 9.5% revenue over floor price for
Gondkhari coal mine in Maharashtra, while
the same group company CG Naturals Re-

The bid by the Kolkata-based firm Ltd for

sources Ltd emerged as preferred bidder for

partially explored Rauta Closed mine in Jhar-

the Jhigador mine in Chhattisgarh. Sunflag

khand is the highest so far by any company in

Iron and Steel was also in the race for the

Kolkata-based Shreesatya Mines Private Ltd

both rounds of commercial coal auctions.

Gondkhari explored mine with peak capacity

offered 54.50% revenue from the explored

Data available with the corporate affairs min-

of one million tonnes per annum. The mine

Burakhap Small Patch mine in Jharkhand.

istry showed that Shreesatya Mines Private

has geological reserves of 98.71 million

The block with 9.68 million tonnes had also

Ltd was incorporated on June 7 this year.

tonnes.

Last year, Sarda Energy and Minerals Ltd

CG Natural Resources pipped Aurobindo

had won the Gare Palma IV/7 coal mine in

Reality and Infrastructure emerged as highest

Chhattisgarh by agreeing to forego 66.75%

bidder for the partially explored Jhigador

revenue. The average premium in the first

mine in Chhattisgarh with 250 million tonnes

Prakash Industries agreed to part with

tranche of commercial coal auctions was at

geological reserves.

55.75% revenue from the explored Bhaska-

29%.

for the partially-explored coal mine with 250
million tonnes estimated geological reserves.

received bids from Adhunik Power & Natural
Resources, Ramgarh Sponge Iron Pvt Ltd,
Shree Sai Urja Ltd and South West Pinnacle
Exploration .

rapara coal mine in Chhattisgarh with 46.91
million tonnes reserves. Godawari Power and
Ispat and Sunflag Iron and Steel Co Ltd were
others in fray for the coal block.
As per the coal ministry’s estimates, coal
blocks auctioned between August 2 and
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Dhansar Engineering Co and Hilltop Hirise
Bhivkund in Maharashtra, for which Sunflag

Pvt Ltd were the others in race for Jogeshwar

Iron & Steel emerged as preferred bidder, is a

and Khas Jogeshwar partially explored mine

fully explored mine with geological reserves

in Jharkhand with 84.03 million tonnes geo-

of 102.26 million tonnes and peak capacity of

logical reserves.

0.72 million tonnes per annum.
The second tranche of coal auctions for comThe Rauta Closed Mine in Jharkhand is a

mercial mining was launched on March 25
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Results - Commercial Coal Mine Auction – 2nd Tranche
The e-auction for final offer is conducted from 02.08.2021 to 04.08.2021 for coal mines under 2nd Tranche of Commercial Auctions and the result
is as under:

S. No.

Name of the
Mine

Status of
State

Exploration

PRC
(MTPA)

Estimated

Geological
Reserves

Preferred Bidder

(MT)

Reserve

Final

Annual Reve-

Price (%) Offer (%) nue Generated (Rs. Cr.)

1

Gondkhari

Maharashtra

Explored

1

98.71

Adani Power
Maharashtra Limited

4

9.5

122.83

2

Jogeshwar &
KhasJogeshwar*

Jharkhand

Partially
Explored

NA

84.03

South West Pinnacle
Exploration Limited

4

24.25

NA

3

Jhigador*

Chhattisgarh

Partially
Explored

NA

250

CG Natural Resources
Pvt Ltd

4

6

NA

4

Bhivkund

Maharashtra

Explored

0.72

102.26

Sunflag Iron & Steel
Company Limited

4

9

79.35

5

Rauta Closed
Mine*

Jharkhand

Partially
Explored

NA

7

Shreesatya Mines Private Limited

4

75.5

NA

6

Khargaon*

Chhattisgarh

Partially
Explored

NA

250

CG Natural Resources
Private Limited

4

6

NA

7

Burakhap
Small Patch

Jharkhand

Explored

0.4

9.68

Shreesatya Mines Private Limited

4

54.5

133.66

8

Bhaskarpara

Chhattisgarh

Explored

1

46.91

Prakash Industries Limited

4

55.75

251.05

*These are partially explored coal mines and therefore, the PRC is not available for these mines.Hence, the annual revenue which will be generated
from these coal mines cannot be calculated at present.
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SWASTHA
A GEMCOKATI EMPLOYEES INITIATIVE

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS- ITS RELATION TO AGING
AND WELL-BEING
Impact on health , longevity , and metabolism
A circadian rhythm, or circadian cycle, is a natur al, inter nal pr ocess of physical, mental, and behavior changes that the body goes
through in a 24-hour cycle and which also regulates the sleep–wake
cycle . Circadian rhythm is sometimes called the “body’s clock.”
The rising and setting of the sun, influences the function of every cell in
our bodies. Almost every organism on earth—from single-cell algae to
multicellular humans—has an internal circadian clock which is a biological timing mechanism that corresponds closely with the 24-hour
cycle of light and darkness. Human sleep patterns are largely governed
by our internal circadian clock.
Human beings could have a pretty consistent circadian rhythm if
they practice healthy habits, by following a fairly regular schedule of
stable bed times and wake times with an aim for six to eight hours of
sleep every night. Just about everything that takes place inside human
body, is really staged along the circadian cycle.

Health conditions like brain
damage, dementia, head
injuries, or blindness.
A misalignment of this
clock, increases one's risk
for metabolic and autoimmune diseases, obesity,
diabetes, cancer , multiple sclerosis and even Alzheimer’s disease.
Before the advent of electricity our circadian cycles were directly
tuned by Nature. In a modern world our neurobiological clock is shortcircuiting as we sleep, wake, and work regardless of sunrise and sunset
times or day and night.
What can you do to reset or keep your circadian clock in sync
without drugs ?

•

Try to adhere to a routine each day.

What's now emerging is the idea that maintaining the circadian cycle is
quite important in the maintenance of health, and if it gets broken,
there's a penalty to be paid in health and perhaps in aging."

•

Get enough daily exercise — twenty or more minutes of aerobic
exercise is generally recommended.

Health effects

•

Sleep in an environment that promotes rest with proper lighting, a
comfortable temperature, and a supportive mattress.

•

Avoid alcohol, caffeine, and nicotine in the evenings.

•

Power down your screens well before bedtime and try engaging in
something analog, such as reading a book or meditating.

•

Do not nap late in the afternoon or evening.

•

Disruption to your circadian rhythm can cause both short-term and
long-term consequences to your health.

•

Important metabolic functions are also heavily influenced by circadian clocks, where activities such as chronic night-shift work or a
lifestyle that encourages late-night hours or early wake times.

•

Medications you take.

•

Stress.

•

Eating, or drinking late at night, watching on computer or phone
screens too close to bedtime, or not having a comfortable sleeping
space.

Findings have shown that being exposed to natural light throughout
the day or being in sync with natural environment not only improves
workplace performance but harmonizes your circadian cycles and will
improve well-being, metabolic health, immune function, and help you
live longer.
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